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Greenhouse Cooling
Without Fans

John W. Bartok, Jr.
Extension Agricultural Engineer

n an attempt to offset the
increasing cost of operating

fan ventilation systems, growers are installing alternate sys
tems that provide cooling for at least part of the year.

New technology, such as roll-up sides and hinged roof
panels, adapt well to poly-covered houses. Automated roof
vents are now standard on most glass houses. A temperature
near outdoor ambient can be achieved by combining fog
with natural ventilation and shading. Greenhouse design can
also contribute to better ventilation and cooler summer tem

peratures.

Natural ventilation systems operate on the principle that
heat is removed by a pressure difference created by tempera
ture and wind gradients. On sunny days, the air within the
greenhouse becomes lighter as it is heated and rises to escape
out the ridge vents. At the same time, cooler, heavier air
enters the side vents. Adjustment of the vent openings regu
lates the ventilation rate. In Dutch glasshouses that only have
roof vents, cool air enters and hot air exhausts through the
same opening.

Wind-induced ventilation can be a significant factor in
how much cooling is obtained. The greatest effect is when
the sidewall is perpendicular to the wind direction. Research
has shown that at speeds of over one mile per hour, there is
more cooling from wind than from temperature gradient.
That is why on calm, hot days, very high temperatures can
occur in a greenhouse. To get good cooling, it is important
that both ridge and sidewall vents be kept operational and in
use.

To be effective, total vent area should be 15% to 25% of
the floor area. Ridge vents should be capable of adjusting to
a 60-degree angle with the roof to provide a large opening.
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Remember that if exhaust fans are operated, uniform cooling
will occur only if vents are adjusted to a vary narrow slot
opening, otherwise the air for the fan will short circuit from
the nearest vent.

Greenhouse design
Sawtooth style greenhouses are common in southern

climates because of their natural ventilation capability. The
sloped roof directs the heated air to the vent. Adjustment of
the vertical roof section with either hinged panels or inflated
tubes can give good control throughout the year.

Difficulties with ventilation in large, poly-covered, gutter-
connected houses stems from the large distance between the
sidewall and the center of the greenhouse. Most growers
have found that fan ventilation is the only practical method
of getting acceptable cooling and, even then, there may be a
10- to 15-degree difference between the intake and exhaust.

A recent development in design is the hinged roof panel.
Roof bars are hinged at one gutter or at the ridge and opened
with standard vent system hardware. Gearmotors or linear
actuators provide the power to lift the roof section. There is
concern with this system about damage to the frame in areas
where gusty winds are common.

Another concept that growers are using is increasing the
height of the gutter to create a larger volume of air. This
raises the warmest air well above the plants. Today growers
are building with a 12' to 14' gutter height. A disadvantage
to this is that winter heating costs are increased due to the
increased glazed surface and greater temperature gradient
from floor to roof or insulating blanket.

Roll-up sides
Several options are available for hoophouses. One of the

least expensive is the roll-up sidewall. This can be purchased
as part of the greenhouse package or added at a later date.
Many growers fabricate their own system. Most systems are
manually operated but could be motorized with a small
power winch.

Roll-up sides work best during the late spring, summer
and early fall when outside air temperatures are mild. Ventila
tion area is controlled by the height of the opening. Guides
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trainer should cover the material orally while the handlers fol
low in the book. Ideally, each handler should be given a
copy of the handbook to keep.

Availability

Government Printing Office, Document no. and price
unknown at this time

Gempler's, Inc., #HW30, $0.95/copy; discount for large
orders

8. Safety Poster. EPA, 1993. This poster meets WPS
requirements for posting at a central location on agricultural
establishments. It uses simple drawings and the text is in
Spanish as well as English. This is the training poster, not a
warning sign for treated areas.

Availability

Government Printing Office, Document no. GPO-055-000-
00444-7, $1.50 each; 25% discount on orders of 100 or more

Gempler's, Inc., #P928, $1.50/copy; discount for large
orders

9. Warning Sign. EPA-
approved warning sign
for posting treated areas.

Availability

Gempler's, Inc., price
varies depending on
design chosen and num
ber ordered

Automatic Flagman
Co., $2.98 each; $2.59
each for 10 or more

10. Small Warning
Sign for posting individ
ual potted plants, green
house benches and

certain nursery situations.

Availability

Gempler's, Inc.,
#D3318, $0.37 each
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6. Pesticide Safety Worker Protection. Univ. of Idaho,
1993. This video tape contains both English and Spanish ver
sion on one tape. When used with the supplemental leaflet
provided with each copy of the video, the set meets all of the
requirements contained in EPA's worker Protection Standard
for training both agricultural workers and pesticide handlers.
The supplemental information must be covered separately by
the trainer! The video is divided into two sections: the first

section pertains to both agricultural workers and pesticide
handlers; the second is extra information necessary for han
dlers (English: Agricultural Worker, 16:55 minutes, Pesticide
Handler, 13:38 minutes; Spanish: Agricultural Worker, 18:54,
Pesticide Handler, 15:37 minutes). Remember, you will need
to show both units to train handlers.

Availability
Univ. of Idaho Ag CommunicationsCenter, #677, $19.95 +

$3.00 shipping and handling
Gempler's, Inc., #V100, $29.95/copy; discount for large

orders

7. Protect Yourself from Pesticides Guide For Agricul
tural Handlers. EPA, 1994. This 101-
page guide, commonly referred to as
the "handler handbook," meets the
WPS requirements for training han
dlers. At this time, the handbook is
available only in English, but a Span
ish language version is being pre
pared by EPA. If this handbook is
used as the sole training aid, the
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B. Winch raised film, opens Irom top.

Greenhouse^

Brackets 10 Keep
plastic in place

-Attach plastic film to
PVC or aluminum pipe.

A. Winch rolled, opens Irom bottom

\(T dia. PVC wrapped
steel cable

C. Hand crank system to rodplastic Sm.
opens Irom bottom.

Manually operated ventilationwalls: a) Winch rolled film, opens
from bottom; b) Winch raised film, opens from top; and c) Hand-
crank rolled plastic film, opens from bottom.
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are installed to keep the detached sidewall plastic from blow
ing on windy days.

Inflated tubes are used by at least one manufacturer to
provide a variable sidewall opening. Inflation fans keep the
tubes rigid until cooling is needed. They are then deflated
from the top down to vary the opening. This keeps the cool
air off the plants.

Bedding plant growers in many sections of the country
have had good success in houses less than 100' long with
hinged or removable endwall panels. This works best in a
location where natural breezes occur during the period when
the greenhouse is in operation.

Fog

Fog can be used to advantage with all natural ventilation
systems. Droplets less than 30 microns in size (about 1/10 the
diameter of a human hair) are created using high pressure
pumps and nozzles or spinning atomizers. The fog droplets
created just float around until the water is evaporated. Uni
form cooling occurs when the fog is injected throughout the
growing area.

For each gallon of water evaporated, over 9,000 Btu of
heat are absorbed. Ventilation air then carries this out of the

greenhouse. Transpiration from plants and evaporation of
moisture from soil surfaces also aids the process.

Clean water is the key to low maintenance fog systems.
The water needs to be free of chemicals or particulate matter.
Rainwater is commonly used along with double filtration.

Shade

The addition of shade cloth or shade compounds can also
aid all of the above ventilation systems. Keeping the heat out
of the growing area in the first place reduces the amount of
ventilation that is needed. On a sunny summer day, a 30' by
100' greenhouse will capture about 3-2 million Btu of heat,
equivalent to burning 32 gallons of fuel oil.

Natural ventilation systems are a low-tech way of cooling
greenhouses. It is important that the system selected fits the
style of greenhouse and the crops grown. The addition of
fans to provide cooling during difficult periods will allow
optimum growing conditions to be maintained.
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background on the WPS requirements and offers tips on effec
tive training.

Availability
Gempler's, Inc., #HW55, $1.95/copy, discount for large

orders

4. Protect Yourself from Pesticides—Guide for Agricul
tural Workers. EPA, 1993. This 44-page guide, commonly
referred to as the "worker handbook," contains English and
Spanish versions in one booklet and meets the WPS require
ments for training workers. If this handbook is used as the
sole training aid, the trainer should cover the material orally
while the workers follow in the book. Ideally, each worker
should be given a copy of the handbook
to keep.

Availability
Government Printing Office, Document

no. GPO-055-000-00443-9, $3.00/copy;
25% discount on orders of 100 or more

Gempler's, Inc., #HW20, $0.49 each; dis
count for large orders

5. Protect Yourself from Pesticides—Safety Training
for Agricultural Workers Flip Chart. EPA/Univ. of Florida,
1994. This is essentially the material from the above-listed
handbook transformed into a flip chart to train workers. The
flip chart can be hung over the trainer's arm or can be set on
a flat surface, showing pictures to the audience and text and
discussion to the trainer. This should be a very good training
tool for employees with limited reading skills, since it's all in
pictures. Ideally, the flip chart is used in combination with
the worker handbooks listed above. Workers can follow in

the handbook as the trainer covers the material on the flip
chart.

Availability
University of Florida Publications, #SM48, $30.00/copy;

discount for large quantities

Gempler's, Inc., two versions available
#FC100, "professional grade"; laminated paper, $29.95
#FC198, "grower's grade", not laminated, but heavy paper

$19.95
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